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TWO-WEEK LOAN COpy
This is a library Circulating Copy which may be borrowed for two weeks. Prior to the advent of the microvlave circulator, the ll'ajority of electron spin resonance spectrometers employed waveguide hybrid or "rr.agic" tees as the bridge elcn-.ent. They provide reasonably good isolation, 40-50 OB, over the, complete waveguide banwidth. Coaxial
. hybrid tees vJhich cover the entire' radio' frequency spectrum have becorre available recentlyl. IsolatioI1 of 45 dB is conrron and bandwidths to several octaves can be covered in single tmits.
These hybrids. provide an extrerl'ely sinple and versatile rrethod for asserrbling nuclear magnetic resonance (nmr) spectrareters for operation at virtually any frequency. Figure 1 shows the disposition of COnpJnents required to assel1'ble an nmr spectrometer around a hybrid.
Radio f:r;:equency drive is supplied from a signal generator to the hybrid, and the bridge unbalance is detected by a sui Cl is adjusted to nri.ni.1Pize the receiver output, thus resonating the tuned circuit to the oscillator frequency. C2 is then adjusted to further minimize the leakage. The procedure is repeated until no further reduction 'in leakage can be achieved. If the isolation of the hybrid has previously been established by. terminating an1'S 2 and 3 and noting' the attenuation introduced between oscillator and receiver, it suffices to continue the balancing until this isolation is achieved.
ContTercially available widebarid'rrodulator-mixer units provide a versaphase tile radio frequency /detector 2 , ,whose perforrnancefrequentiy surpasses those constructed ad hoc in the labo~ato:ry. The phase. detector may be eliminated and absorption or dispersion selected by snall purpoSeful unbalancing of the bridge by C2 or Cl , respectively.
The system offers the advantages of the usual bridge arrangerrent, in that, transmitter and receiver are well decoupled so that the system noise level is determined largeiy by the receiver noise figure. By cam-, , parison '"with the induction spectrorreter 3 , which achieves isolation . georretrically, it suffers from the frequency sensitivity of the bridge balance 4 and the 6 dB reduction in signal arising from the division of both transmitter power 'and reflected signal power at the hybrid.
C:rystal control of the transmitter is necessa:ry if the maxirrum sensiti vity is to be achieved. We have observed a significant degredation, in perfolJ1'laIlc~ traceable directly to 60 Hz frequency m:X!ulation of high quality signal generators. The use of coaXial circulators, \'lhich are becaning increasingly available at lower frequencies, would restore the S,.l.gnal loss arising from the power divisions in the hybrid.,
• ·-3- UCRL-17625 The simpliclty6f this spectr~er~nly the sample resonant circuit need be constructed--re02nruenr.lc:; it for nror rreasurernents over a \'lide frequency range, for low t€'lt1perature experirrEntc:; wl'Ere it is desirable to have only a singJe cable entering the cryostat, and for situations in which the ultin-ate in sensitivity is not required. 
